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Summary

I Research Question: How do revolving door policies affect incentives of government
employees before they leave their government position?
I What happens when the revolving door is partially closed?

I Setting: Title 18 of the US Code (section 207) which imposes post-employment
restrictions on senior employees if salary exceeds a threshold
I One year ban on communications with the former employer on official matters
I One year ban on representing or advising foreign entities

I Main questions:
I Do employees strategically manipulate their wage to remain below the threshold?
I Do they impose lower regulatory burden?
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Summary

I Research Question: How do revolving door policies affect incentives of government
employees before they leave their government position?
I What happens when the revolving door is partially closed?

I Setting: Title 18 of the US Code (section 207) which imposes post-employment
restrictions on senior employees if salary exceeds a threshold
I One year ban on communications with the former employer on official matters
I One year ban on representing or advising foreign entities

I Main questions:
I Do employees strategically manipulate their wage to remain below the threshold? Yes
I Do they impose lower regulatory burden? Yes



Key result: deliberate effort to avoid restrictions



Comments

I Contribution: ex ante effects of revolving door policies

I Massive data effort + structural model to study alternate policies

I My comments will focus on
I Interpretation of results
I Sharpen the empirical analysis
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Is bunching strategic?

I What explains bunching at other thresholds?

I Promotion pyramid? Too few senior positions chased by too many employees? How
does the job ladder look like?

I Evidence on strategic motive:
I Higher exit rate of bunching employees
I Lower promotion rate and lower annual pay raise

I Alternative story: discouraged workers or bad apples leaving the government

I Suggestion: more details on who bunches
I Average duration of bunching: lower for strategic bunching
I Average productivity of employees who bunch: higher for strategic bunching



Incentive vs ability to bunch

I Employees bunch by passing on promotions and giving up annual pay raises

I Could the differential bunching across agencies reflect differential ability to
manipulate wages?

I Need more details on employment terms and career progression



Incentive vs ability to bunch

Salary threshold: 86.5% of 212,100 = $183,466

Source: https://www.federalpay.org/ses/2023
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Incentive vs ability to bunch

I Employees bunch by passing on promotions and giving up annual pay raises

I Could the differential bunching across agencies reflect differential ability to
manipulate wages?

I Suggestion: Provide more details on employment contracts
I What happens when employees decline a promotion?
I How frequently can employees say no to promotions?
I Is there a limit on number of years for which employees can remain in their current

position?
I Are these restrictions different across agencies?
I How do employees refuse annual pay increases? Such clauses embedded in the initial

contract



Other suggestions to strengthen causality

I Exploit difference in incentive to move at different points in time: worker flows from
regulatory agencies to private sector higher during booms (Lucca, Seru, Trebbi, 2014)

I Exploit employee-level data to predict private sector wage potential and incentive to
bunch:
I Prior private sector experience
I Education level



Conclusion

I Interesting paper and answers an important question

I More details on the bunching process would be useful to better understand results

I Use of granular employee-level data can help strengthen identification


